
Computability Assignment

Year 2012/13 - Number 8

Please keep this �le anonymous: do not write your name inside this �le.

More information about assignments at http://disi.unitn.it/∼zunino/teahing/omputability/assignments

Please do not submit a �le ontaining only the answers; edit this

�le, instead, �lling the answer setions.

1 Question

Prove that the following set is not λ-de�nable.

A = {#M | ∃n ∈ N. Mppnqq =βη pp5qq}

1.1 Answer

Let's use the Rie's theorem:

A is not empty: for example Kpp5qqis a valid M

A is not equal to N : for example Kpp4qqis not a valid M

A is semantially losed, beause if #M ∈ A and another program P exists

and it is beta-equivalent to M , then it will also return pp5qq, so it is also inluded

in the set.

This means that A is not λ-de�nable.

2 Question

Prove that the following set is semantially losed. Then, prove that it is λ-

de�nable.

A = {#M | ∀N ∈ Λ. N M =βη I}
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2.1 Answer

The set is empty, beause if we selet an unsolvable N , the result of its appli-

ation with M is also unsolvable (hene it is di�erent from I).

Beause it is empty, it is also semantially losed (it ontains no lambda

programs) (RZ: you don't need this), and it isλ-de�ned by λx.F .

Note.

The following exerise is harder. Feel free to skip it.

3 Question

Prove whether the following set is λ-de�nable.

A = {#M | MpMq =βη M}

(Note: there is at least one simple solution to this. You do not need to try

huge formulae for this.)

3.1 Answer

There are no veri�ers for the spei�ed set.

Assume that suh a veri�er exists: it ould be used to onstrut a program

like this:

M = λm.VAm I (E m)
If the veri�er (RZ: speify you are onsidering VApMq) answers �true�, M

will return the identity funtion, proving that the veri�er is wrong. (RZ: ok,

you need to show that M 6= I, but it looks simple)

If the veri�er answers �false�, M will return the evaluation of the soure ode

of M , proving that the veri�er is wrong.
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